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n June 3, 1835 in the French commune of Aunay, a jeune  

homme du terroir named Pierre Rivière entered the 

residence of his mother—recently separated from Rivière  

père after years of domestic friction—and ended her with a pruning 

hook before likewise dispatching his brother and sister. Serene, 

according to witnesses’ statements, Rivière explained to a neighbour 

upon his exit: “Je viens de délivrer mon père de tous ses malheurs .”1 

News of the crime was not slow to spread throughout the entire 

département of Lower Normandy, nor did the fugitive conceal himself. 

Rivière rather made himself conspicuous by loitering in neighbouring 

villages and travelling the main roads in daylight. He wanted with all 

the masochistic zeal of a saint to be caught; he wanted both to expiate 

his crime and to explain it. Yet a full month passed  before the  

notorious parricide of Aunay was taken into custody. The mercy of 

royal interloper Louis Philippe denied Rivière the scaffold to which he 

was sentenced and for which he yearned. No matter. He approximated 

one in his prison cell. As Bonaparte had crowned himself Emperor, 

Rivière created himself a martyr. Then he was forgotten.  

Michel Foucault would rediscover Rivière in the early 1970s, when 

he and a cadre of seminar students, researching the relations between 

psychology and criminal justice, encountered him by way of happy 

accident in the pages of a nineteenth-century medico-legal journal. 

They subsequently compiled and published a dossier of related 

documents: administrative and judicial reports, medical opinio ns,  

newspaper articles and—the centrepiece—a memoir written by Rivière 

during his pre-trial detention. 

It was the criminal, not the crime, who had excited so much 

attention in 1835. Parricide was not then uncommon in the French 

countryside and Rivière’s involvement in this particular instance was 

never disputed, but his sentencing hinged on a conclusive answer to 

                                                             
1 Michel Foucault, ed., Moi, Pierre Rivière, ayant égorgé ma mère, ma sœur et mon frère… 
Un cas de parricide au XIXe siècle (Paris: Gallimard/Julliard, 1973), p. 26. 
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the question of his psychological disposition. Quite simply, was he 

insane or not? An examination yielded no physiological signs of  

illness, so diagnosis would necessarily rest on behavioural observation 

and interpretation. But the body of evidence —comprised of Rivière’s 

own manuscript and a cross-section of village hearsay, recorded 

during the course of the investigation—was hopelessly ambiguous, its 

ambiguity exacerbated by the selective deployment by respective 

authorities of first-order anecdotes and second-order interpretations. 

Foucault was not interested, of course, in attempting a definitive 

reading. He and his students would not try to discern whether or not 

Rivière was in fact ‘mad.’ They explicitly refused interpretation and 

endeavoured to add nothing to the presentation of the texts . They 

were to speak for themselves. This may have been a somewhat 

disingenuous pose; Foucault and several of his collaborators did in 

fact contribute brief ‘notes’ appended to the published dossier, but 

even here their object is not Rivière himself but rather the cacophony 

of multiple, competing discourses that he provoked.  

 

À eux tous et dans leur hétérogénéité, ils ne forment ni une œuvre 
ni un texte, mais un lutte singulière, un affrontement, un rapport 

de pouvoir, une bataille de discours et à travers des discours. Et 
encore dire une bataille n’est pas assez; plusieurs combats se sont 

déroulés en même temps et entrecroisés. Les médecins avaient 
leur bataille, entre eux, avec les magistrats, avec Rivière lui -même 

(qui les piégeait en disant qu’il avait feint la folie); les magistrats 
avaient leur bataille à propos des expert ises médicales, à propos 

de l’usage encore assez nouveau des circonstances atténuantes, à 
propos de cette série de parricides qui avait été jumelée avec celle 

de régicides; les villageois d’Aunay avaient leur bataille pour 
désarmer, par la assignation de bizarrerie ou singularité, 

l’épouvante d’un crime commis au milieu d’eux et sau ve r  l ’honneur  
d’une  f ami l l e ; enfin au centre de tout cela, Pierre Rivière avec ses 

innombrables et complexes machines de guerre: son crime fait 
pour être raconté et lui assurer ainsi la gloire avec la mort; son 

récit préparé à l’avance et pour donner lieu à son crime; ses 
explications orales pour faire croire à sa folie; son texte écrit pour 

dissiper ce mensonge, donner des explications et appeler la mort, 
ce texte dans la beauté duquel les uns verront une preuve de 

raison (donc la raison de condamner à mort), les autres un signe 
de folie (donc la raison de l’enfermer à vie). 2 

 
None of these combats proved successful, as none of the belligerent 

factions could grasp the accused firmly enough to turn him to  

account. Rivière was too slippery. He didn’t fit existing categories, or 

he fit too many for them to retain any meaning. The only conclusions 

that could be sustained were qualified and tentative, and collapsed in 

confrontation with other likewise qualified and tentative models. In 

                                                             
2 Foucault in ibid., p. 12 (italics in original). 



 

this way the defendant trapped the authorities. Indeed, this is precisely 

the quality that one of Foucault’s crew attributes to Rivière’s memoir: 

“son étrange pouvoir qui est de prendre au piège toute inte rprétation à 

prétention totalisante .”3 

Thus arrested, thus caught in so many snares, the institutional 

machinery broke off—“le silence s’est fait aussitôt, et totalement”4—

and the sphinx’s riddle was never solved. Appreciating both the 

labyrinthine complexity of Rivière’s case and their inability to  

negotiate it adequately, the respective authorities within the scientific 

and administrative domains simply hustled the young criminal through 

conventional judicial mechanisms, which prescribed an obligatory 

death sentence for parricides but allowed for clemency at royal 

discretion, à l ’anc i en r é g ime . They had, in effect, admitted that Pierre 

Rivière was too much. Exhausted and denied on all sides any  

semblance of victory, they simply wanted him to go away . And  

Rivière, alone in his cell, would at length oblige them by unilaterally 

redressing the monstrous anomaly—monstrous not simply for being a 

parricide, but for being such an unforgivably impenetrable parricide —

which his very existence proved.  

We arrive at last at the heart of Foucault’s Pierre Rivière. He and 

his seminar committee were so taken with the parricide aux yeux roux  

because Rivière had silenced these otherwise supremely gregarious 

experts, who were then negotiating among themselves the terms o f 

modern experience by elaborating new forms of subjectivity (and  

subjection) which they would essentialize and then claim to have  

merely discovered.5 

There are other, idiosyncratic reasons too for Foucault’s fancy. 

That the doomed young rebel’s passion fo r defiance carried him,  

unflinchingly, as far as self-destruction must have pleased the closeted 

Romantic in him. That Rivière abhorred all females —human and 

animal—couldn’t have displeased the less-than-closeted homosexual 

in him. (Foucault was himself accused on several occasions of  

misogyny.) The peasant’s marginalized status predictably gratified the 

activists in the seminar, including that unfortunate and incongruous 

activist démon which some-times—only sometimes, but always too 

often—possessed our Foucault. 

Finally, Foucault is not altogether free of the literary prejudices 

which he haughtily condemns, and this too helps explain his  

                                                             
3 Philippe Riot, “Les vies parallèles de Pierre Rivière” in ibid., p. 314. 
4 Foucault in ibid., p. 11. 
5 See, in particular, Foucault’s Surveiller et punir (Paris: Gallimard, 1975), L’Histoire 
de la sexualité: Vol. 1, la volonté de savoir (Paris: Gallimard, 1976) and L’Herméneutique 
du sujet: Cours au Collège de France, 1981-1982 (Paris: Gallimard/Seuil, 2001). 



 

fascination. He may well denounce “ les vieilles méthodes académiques 

de l’analyse textuelle et toutes les notions qui dérivent du prestige 

monotone et scolaire de l’écriture,” 6 but it is precisely the intelligence 

and erudition of Rivière’s memoir that produced the stupéfaction which 

Foucault identifies as the project’s point of departure. Even here, 

then, writing is accorded its prestige, whether or not it is monotone et 

scolaire; and this prestige exists quite apart from the text’s limited 

functional value. The memoir alone would not have been sufficient to 

force the institutional breakdown which constitutes Foucault’s other 

focus of interest. It was rather the aggregate of discourses —weighed 

down by its contradictions—that proved so fatally cumbersome. 

Within this aggregate, Rivière’s memoir adds little besides emphasis. 

The basic ambiguities of his personal history were already present in 

his neighbours’ depositions: according to some of these Rivière was a 

simpleton, according to others a bully, according to yet others merely 

an eccentric adolescent.  

 These observations are not at all intended to discredit Foucault’s 

project, although we are aware that any nuance will compromise it in 

certain circles. Some unfortunate realities cannot be avoided. No, 

these observations are intended to pre -empt any interprétation à 

prétention totalisante , which would necessarily suppress selected 

elements, render the project more (apparently) unified, more useful, 

and thus recuperate it. The reductive reading —the reterritorialization, in 

Deleuzo-Guattarian language—against which we remain most vigilant 

is that which considers Moi, Pierre Rivière to be an exercise in activism. 

It is not, and we would rather Foucault be dismissed outright —if one 

should find this fact so truly odious—than distorted. If one can cope, 

however, then one will recognize that the project is an exercise in  

both rigorous critical theory (thus political and apolitical at the same 

time—but enough about politics) and subjective fancy.  

To return to the parricide Pierre Rivière, among the contemporary 

reports that his case inspired is a cursory item not referenced by  

Foucault et al., found not in official record, professional journal or 

popular news-paper but in the private correspondence of one George 

Bryan Brummell. The aged, erstwhile sovereign of London fashion  

had decades since abdicated and was in the summer of 1835 serving a 

short term in debtor’s prison in Caen, the administrative seat of  

Lower Normandy, where Rivière was also interned for an unknown 

duration. Brummell erroneously believed that the parricide had already 

been tried and sentenced, although Rivière’s tr ial would not in fact 

commence until after Brummell had secured his freedom and  

                                                             
6 Foucault in Moi, Pierre Rivière..., p. 13. 



 

evidently forgotten the affair. But this is a minor factual oversight in 

spite of which Brummell’s report would certainly have interested 

Foucault, had he known of its existence. In a few sentences originally 

comprising a letter to one of the local matriarchs he had befriended 

upon his arrival in Caen five years previously, a letter thereafter 

published only in the context of his biographies (of which but a single 

one evinces enough interest to even identify the nameless “wretch” as 

Pierre Rivière7), Brummell evokes the prisoner’s density and channels 

the puerile curiosity—groping forward behind a show of mock 

modesty—that Foucault, in another study in another context, would 

christen la volonté de savoir. 

 

I send you [the local journal] L’Ami de la Vérité because it contains 
the account of a triple murder of the most horrible description, 

committed by a wretch who has just been surrendered by the gens 
d’armes to this last receptacle of his living days. He is a rather 

decent-looking reprobate, and I could not discriminate by his 
countenance or manner, the least trace of compunction or shame. 

He seems so quiet and insouciant of his enormous delinquency, 
that I shall seek an early occasion to make him confess the whole 

detail of the circumstances attending his crime; for I understand 
he is very accessible upon the subject, and is even proud of relating 

them. God of heaven, what creatures bearing human faces and 
forms surround me! This instance, however, is the most atrocious 

within my immediate cognizance, and I have already made up my 
mind to hear his dreadful tale, the first time I find him alone at 

the grille which separates our departments. The various histories 
of others, almost equally nefarious, they have unreservedly related 

to me viva voce , for, when their existence is condemned, they 
appear perfectly unconcerned who may know the worst —a few 

sous always obtain their explicit confidence. I have made constant 
memorandums of many entretiens with them when I was released 

from their proximity.8 
 

Such is Brummell’s own density that one doesn’t know for certain if 

this is cant or comedy. His genuine interest in fellow inmates’  

histories stands either way, but what of it? Those who consider 

Brummell to be the archetypal Regency snob who blithely rehearsed 

the conneries  of the day will register only a familiar combination of 

feigned outrage and gossip-mongering. If the transposition of venue 

from drawing room to prison cell suggests satire, Brummell remains 

entirely unaware. Others, however, rate Brummell a kind of 

performance artist for whom contemporary conneries were so much 

stock-in-trade. They will rather register in this satirical tension a wink 

and a nod. The histrionic post -script of Brummell’s letter is worth 

                                                             
7 William Jesse, The Life of George Brummell, Esq. (London: Saunders and Otley, 
1844), vol. 2, pp. 259-61. 
8 Italics in original. 



 

considering in light of these uncertainties: “Adieu; as Fanny Kemble 

says, ‘do not forget little me.’ The poor spoiled girl is a sad egotist, but 

if you could see her face, you would forgive her.”9 

 It is unlikely that Brummell’s anticipated rendez-vous with Rivière 

ever came to pass, as the debtor was shortly discharged, owing to the 

intervention of wealthy friends in London. But the French parricide 

and the English dandy are linked not just in crime. In madness too 

one finds historical correspondences. The Caen physician who  

endorsed Rivière’s insanity during his trial and subsequent appeal was 

the same Dr. Vastel who would five years later tend an enfeebled  

Brummell during his last days at the asylum Bon Sauveur .10 

 This historical node at which Pierre Rivière and George Brummell 

intersect is entirely fortuitous, but it presents an arresting analogy. 

While both are profoundly dense figures, Rivière’s density apparently 

thwarted discourse while Brummell’s has provoked it in endless 

st reams. The name Beau Brumme l l  (of ten misspelled  Brumme l 

throughout the nineteenth century) was on the tongue of every  

London gossip from the time of his impressive society debut as a 

young man of wit and style—freshly resigned, although only a 

teenager, from the fashionable 10 th Hussars yet still a fixture in the 

entourage of his former commander, the Prince of Wales  (later 

George IV)—to his surreptitious night flight from untenable debt to 

permanent exile on the Continent. We thereafter find not the name 

but the image of the man, distilled from so much ephemera and thus 

little more than caricature fixed in print, in the fashionable novel.11 

Brummell, observing from across the Channel, was alternately amused 

and annoyed. Then, as his peers aged and began contemplating  

posterity, his infamous name resurfaced in a succession of memoirs. 12 

                                                             
9 Italics in original. 
10 It is unclear whether Rivière spent any time at the Bon Sauveur. In a brief note 
explicating the above letter, Brummell’s first biographer, William Jesse, states that 
the parricide was condemned to the Bon Sauveur and “died there before, or a 
short time after, Brummell was placed in that establishment,” but Foucault’s 
research  suggests that the coincidence doesn’t quite stretch this far. Rivière was 
not confined in a medical institution; he was incarcerated in a prison, at Beaulieu. 
Furthermore, while it is possible that he might have been periodically transported 
to the Bon Sauveur, there exist no records indicating any such transportation and 
his official death registry states that Rivière died at Beaulieu. 
11 Thomas Henry Lister, Granby (London: Henry Colburn, 1826) and Catherine 
Gore, Cecil: or, The Adventures of a Coxcomb  (London: Richard Bentley, 1841). 
Thackeray references Brummell by name in Vanity Fair: A Novel without a Hero 
(serialized between January 1847 and July 1848). 
12 The most frequently cited of these are Rees Howell Gronow’s rambling trilogy: 
Reminiscences of Captain Gronow, Formerly of the Grenadier Guards, and M.P. for Stafford: 
Being Anecdotes of the Camp, the Court, and the Clubs, at the Close of the Last War with 
France (London: Smith, Elder and Co., 1862), Recollections and Anecdotes: Being a 
Second Series of Reminiscences of the Camp, the Court, and the Clubs  (London: Smith, 
Elder and Co., 1863) and Celebrities of London and Paris: Being a Third Series of 
Reminiscences and Anecdotes of the Camp, the Court, and the Clubs: Containing a Correct 



 

The first proper biography of the man followed shortly after his own 

death in 1840, aged 61.13 

The second half of the nineteenth century found Brummell 

implicated in several discrete fields of reflection—historical, 

sociological, philosophical and æsthetic—in both his native England 

and his adopted France. In Victorian and Edwardian treatments, 

Brummell may stand as either the epitome of Regency decadence or 

the focus of Regency nostalgia, but he is never considered as anything 

other than a symbol of Georgian society as a whole. 14 In France the 

discourse was removed from its original socio-historical situation and 

lodged from the start  in an elaboration of a post -Romantic æsthetics.15 

One can hardly speak at this point of a single Brummell, so 

disparate are the models presented. He is at once modern and 

backwards, elitist and plebeian, brownnoser and bridge-burner, ascetic 

and profligate, celibate and hedonist (and within this category, gay and 

straight), æsthete and philistine, flamboyant Dandy and dour Stoic.  

These contests would intensify throughout the twentieth century, 

although increasingly around the more abstract archetype of the 

Dandy. 16 The dedicated Brummell biography  reappeared in parallel, 

and unsuccessfully endeavoured in several nonetheless interesting 

                                                                                                     
Account of the Coup d’Etat (Smith, Elder and Co., 1865); John Cam Hobhouse, Lord 
Broughton, Recollections of a Long Life (London: John Murray, 1909); Charles Marsh, 
The Clubs of London; with Anecdotes of their Members, Sketches of Character, and 
Conversations (London: Henry Colburn, 1828); Thomas Raikes, France Since 1830 
(London: T. and W. Boone, 1841) and A Portion of the Journal Kept by Thomas Raikes 
(1856); Hester Stanhope, Memoirs of the Lady Hester Stanhope, as Related by Herself in 
Conversations with Her Physician; Comprising Her Opinions and Anecdotes of Some of the 
Most Remarkable Persons of Her Time (London: Henry Colburn, 1845); and Regency 
courtesan Harriette Wilson’s scandalous—and unreliable—exposé The Memoirs of 
Harriette Wilson, Written by Herself (1825). 
13 Jesse, op. cit. 
14 Grace and Philip Wharton, The Wits and Beaux of Society  (London: James Hogg 
and Sons, 1860); W. Russell Eccentric Personages, Vol. 1  (London: John Maxwell and 
Company, 1864); Charles Whibley, The Pageantry of Life (1900); G.S. Street, The 
Ghosts of Piccadilly (1907); Lewis Melville, The Beaux of the Regency  (1908); Clare 
Jerrod, The Beaux and the Dandies: Nash, Brummell, and D’Orsay with Their Courts  
(1910). 
15 Brummell’s debut in French letters is Balzac’s pregnant but clumsy “Traité de la 
vie élégante” (serialized in La Mode, October-November 1830), followed by a 
young Barbey’s vastly more rigorous meditation, the seminal treatise Du Dandysme 
et de Georges Brummell (Caen: Guillaume-Stanislas Trébutien, 1845). Baudelaire 
further develops the model in the equally seminal essay “Le Peintre de la vie 
modern” (serialized in Le Figaro, November-December 1863) and, from his pen, 
Brummell and the Dandy are diffused throughout the field of French letters. 
16 For example: Ellen Moers, The Dandy: Brummell to Beerbohm (New York: Viking 
Press, 1960); Roger Kempf, Dandies: Baudelaire et Cie (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 
1977); Marie-Christine Natta, La Grandeur sans convictions: Essai sur le dandysme 
(Paris: Éditions du Félin, 1991); Rhonda K. Garelick, Rising Star: Dandyism, Gender 
and Performance in the Fin de Siècle (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 
1998); Perry Meisel, The Cowboy and the Dandy: Crossing Over from Romanticism to Rock 
and Roll (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); Jean Claude Bologne, Histoire de 
la coquetterie masculine (Paris: Perrin, 2011). 



 

strokes to reconcile a century of ambivalence and restore Brummell in 

his singular integrity.17 

If he cannot be reconstituted through historiographical means, it 

is because he does not exist as such. The hundred explanations 

multiplied around his enigma have only forced it deeper into its 

obscurity, or perhaps enigma is only ever a contrivance, a pretext on 

which one pronounces after the fact, to justify the violence of  

pronunciation.  Brummell’s  enigma, to begin, is  rooted in the  

ephemeral and disconcerting celebrity through which he inserted 

himself into London society and through which that society in its turn 

inserted him into history. It was a celebrity reputedly sans pareil in his 

day but which left posterity nothing save questions; a celebrity owed 

to neither title nor fortune, but rather—this is the conclusion obtained 

by many of his advocates, at least—his singular character. Others cite 

his sartorial originality. For those more critical of the man, the  

frivolity of the age and an enterprising father’s social manoeuvring 

suffice to explain Brummell’s ascendancy. But we are already  

venturing interpretation. The answers are already asking the questions. 

Let us for the moment simply note the explanation begged so  

insistently by the fact of Brummell’s puzzling prominence, the volonté 

de savoir it engenders, at once frustrated and emboldened by the 

ambiguity of its circumstances—or, to put it plainly, the lack of 

substance on which to rest any solid analysis. Who was Beau  

Brummell? What is his proper place in the histories of Georgian  

England, European Romanticism, modern fashion and, cutting across 

all of these, the constitution of the modern subject?  

There is, at least in this sense, no comparison to a Bonaparte or a 

Byron, both proper agents in the conventional historiographical mode. 

These contemporaries (Byron was, in fact, an intimate and admirer) 

had their Arcoles and their Childe Harolds. For his part, that other 

intimate and admirer, the future George IV had his pedigree and 

ultimately his kingdom. Brummell had only his je-ne-sais-quoi . One 

biographer’s opening remarks are indicative:  

 
How did it come about that a man without birth or wealth was 

able for sixteen years so to dominate London society that the 
Prince Regent, himself known to his own and succeeding times as 

                                                             
17 Roger Boutet de Monvel, Beau Brummell and His Times (1908); Lewis Melville 
Beau Brummell: His Life and Letters  (New York: George H. Doran Company, 1925); 
Willard Connely, The Reign of Beau Brummell (London: Cassell, 1940); Maurice 
Charles Renard, Brummell et son ombre: Caen, 1830-1840 (Paris: Perrin, 1944); 
Kathleen Campbell, Beau Brummell: A Biographical Study  (London: Hammond, 
Hammond and Co., 1948); Carlo Maria Franzero, Beau Brummell: His Life and Times 
(New York: John Day, 1958), Hubert Cole, Beau Brummell (New York: 
Mason/Charter, 1977); and, most recently, Ian Kelly, Beau Brummell: The Ultimate 
Dandy (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 2005). 



 

the First Gentleman of Europe, was his only and not always 

successful rival? London society at the first part of the nineteenth 
century was a most exclusive and jealously guarded community. 

That anyone could reign over it as Brummell did, with no more 
qualification than a superb cut to his coat, seemed to me, when I 

was first asked to believe it in one of the biographies of him, 
frankly incredible... The pages which follow may supply some 

kind of answer to the problem. A complete answer is scarcely 
possible, for an art and personality like Brummell’s resemble the 

art of a great actor, and this is difficult to capture. Like that of 
great singers or the great talkers, it needs the living personality for 

its flowering, and dies with the personality which gave it birth. 18 
 

It is true that Brummell left scant documentary evidence. Records 

were not scrupulously kept in his day, except in the clubs, from 

whence we can reconstruct his uneven and fatal career as a gambler 

but little else. Much of what transpired in London society simply 

evaporated. Some anecdotes, bare traces of condensation, were  

collected decades later in unreliable memoirs. Most of the documents 

which remain extant—correspondence and consular records—date 

from his exile and old age. He published no memoir, although he did 

apparently in his later years draft a volume that he would withhold 

and finally destroy (either a promise to or a contract with his former 

patrons, anxious to avoid scandal). Another manuscript, this one on 

the subject of fashion from antiquity to the  nineteenth century , 

eventually saw publication, although not in Brummell’s lifetime. 19 So 

the contours of his biographical outline, particularly during those 

legendary years which found Brummell in his posturing prime, are 

determined only impressionistically, by a corpus of twice - and thrice-

told anecdotes. This body of evidence suffices to sketch any number 

of figures, none of which is particularly complete or —as a result—

demonstrably inaccurate.  

In Brummell’s fragmentary biography one finds narrative 

possibilities galore awaiting expression, possibilities which —and this 

is their true value—open up onto new, modern subjective vistas. Each 

successive model comprising the greater historiography pushes the 

boundaries of conceivable subjective experience in another direction 

and suggests immediately a complete ethical cartography of the newly 

discovered terrain, so immediately that one must suspect that the new 

charts in fact preceded the terrae incognitae which they appear to have 

traced after the fact . There is no discovery. If one of the fundamental 

tenets of modernity is that anything and everything is possible, its 

corollary irony is that possibility itself is circumscribed. The advent late  

                                                             
18 Campbell, op. cit., p. v. 
19 George Bryan Brummell, Male and Female Costume  (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 
Duran and Company, Inc., 1932). 



 

in Brummell’s century of our seminal moderns, whose manifestoes  

describe a merciless break with tradition, is  itself predicated on  

existing referents, some reconfigured, some recontextualized, some 

simply recycled. So the young Rimbaud, self -conscious avant-garde  of 

the self-conscious avant-garde , rages all the more against history with so 

much more vitriol as he comes to understand that which his followers 

to this day remain oblivious: it is inescapable . He soon own s his  

hypocrisy and, to atone or simply forget, disappears to Africa.  

Without referents one does indeed disappear, as Foucault suggests 

was the fate of the fugitive Rivière, invisible on the high roads of 

Lower Normandy despite his desperation to be appreh ended. What is 

not intelligible does not exist. Such absolute freedom could only be a 

disappointment. It is not earnestly sought by our disingenuous  

moderns, who prefer that nominal infinity in the scripted drama of 

Freud’s subconscious. Even the mantel of  the intrepid truth-seeker 

who sounds the unknown to the depths of madness is a comfortingly 

familiar one. Too familiar, one hopes, to be taken seriously anymore. 

Enough cant. The paradise of complete, vertiginous freedom is denied 

us. An unsatisfying reality remains: even the most ambitious modern 

can only trade in the nickels and dimes of history. Brummell must be 

counted, like all else, among so much small change. Entire economies 

are nevertheless constituted by such sums when they are hoarded, 

capitalized or simply pissed away. This is an admittedly poor metaphor 

for the reckless old pauper, who knew but the last and least 

considered of these fiscal practices. But one must forget his 

monstrous profligacy in life. He has since been invested well by his 

legatees. He exists only through them. 

We must emphasize: Brummell’s value here is not a function of 

some supposed, essential singularity, as many biographers suggest. His 

appeal to history derives rather from the absence of positive content, 

singular or otherwise, in the face of which history is free to exercise 

its liberties, to multiply discourses around the figure of the dandy . 

Perhaps history is justified in so flattering itself, in believing that  

Brummell needs its mediation. He hardly makes sense without the 

commentary and speculation supplied by biographers, critics and  

devotees. In truth, however, this sprawling inquest tells us very little 

about its ostensible object. Brummell remains compromised  

throughout by ambivalences which are never re solved but instead 

stylized, transposed and deployed elsewhere, in  the labyrinthine  

mapping of the modern subject.  

Historical situation must also be counted if this is a specifically 

modern concern. And, behold, Beau Brummell appears at the  troubled 

twilight of the anc i en régime . If the quintessence of the age is homme 



 

r é vo l té , then is Brummell not the most approximate English analogue 

of the Corsican artillery officer who so momentously repudiated the 

humility of his caste? Perhaps, or perhaps not. In any case, his biographies 

are  as useful  a pretext as those of  Bonaparte for elaborating the  

agonistic mechanics of modernity. This is not to project any kind of 

consensus in the cacophony of the historiography as it stands, but be 

he cast  a s re vol ut ionary , oppo rt unist ,  pr ag mat i st  or outr ig ht  

react ionary , Brummel l  nevertheless f igures as a conspicuously 

significant player in the cultural drama of the early nineteenth century. 

Significant, indeed, out of all proportion, according to conventional 

models of historical agency.  

The various posthumous Brummell narratives—in fact these are 

more appropriately  conceptual fragments attached to others in  

constellations determined by efficacy : they are Deleuzo-Guattarian  

machines—the various posthumous Brummell narratives multiply  

subjective modes. They frame alternative ethical rubrics , or 

technologies of the self, as Foucault had begun to describe in his final 

works. In its schizophrenia the Brummell historiography thus  

constitutes an encyclopædia of potentialities rather than a riddle to be 

solved, a reference volume rather than a proper narrative . Its  

irreconcilable strands extend in myriad directions, link with other 

discourses on its periphery and form in these rapports new machines 

whose encounters force further points of contact and yield yet more 

assemblages, yet more machines. If the original  ambiguity appears  

thus ameliorated, it is only because it is obscured by the overwhelming 

proliferation of additional, higher -order ambiguities drawn around it. 

This, his utility, explains why Brummell haunts modern discourse 

so persi stently.  Behind the two -dimensional screen on which 

nineteenth-century positivism projects  the evidently linear trajectory  

of  empirical  science , emerging f rom primord ial  ignorance and 

sold iering on  towards a uni fied  truth, another system—this  one 

governed by a different logic altogether—prepares itself in shadow. 

This matrix of modern subjectivity operates by creeping out in all 

directions, to cover as much surface area on the body of knowledge as 

possible .  The former is  at  best  productive ;  the l atter  i s hyper -

productive. In this instance the positivist historiographical method 

fails on its own terms to deliver a unified model of George Bryan 

Brummell as historical agent, while the mode of agonistic elaboration, 

expanding contemporaneously  over the course of  the  nineteenth 

century , succeeds in establ ishing Beau Brummell  as ,  among other 

things,  the  Œdipus of the modern citizen-subject and artist -subject. 

  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This literature carries the only plan of  salvation. 

Do not throw it away. Pass it on to another. 

 


